COTTON CANDY OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
**WHEN TRANSPORTING, BE SURE MOTOR IS LOCKED**
**BEFORE USE, BE SURE TO UNLOCK MOTOR- SEE LABELS**
BEFORE YOU PLUG IN MACHINE
Make sure all machine switches are in the OFF position before plugging the
equipment into the receptacle.
Make sure the wall outlet can accept the grounded plugs on the power supply
cord.
DO NOT use a grounded to un-grounded receptacle adapter.
Install the unit in a level position.
Place the machine on a flat level table. Place the large aluminum bowl on the
machine base. The bowl sits on the machine, there are no fasteners.
Place the protective plastic floss bubble on the bowl.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
With the main switch OFF, fill the floss head. Always fill it 90% full with floss
sugar. This quantity is necessary to obtain a balanced condition in the floss head.
DO NOT OVERFILL!!
Excessive vibration will occur if overfilled.
1. IMPORTANT: Always turn machine off before adding more sugar.
2. Turn MAIN SWITCH and HEAT SWITCH ON.
3. Turn heat control knob clockwise to maximum setting to initiate the fastest
possible warm up.

4. The machine should start making floss in a few seconds. When the unit
starts making floss, you MUST reduce the heat setting. FAILURE TO REDUCE
HEAT SETTING SOON ENOUGH WILL RESULT IN SMOKING OF MACHINE.
PLEASE LET COOL, EMPTY BURNT FLOSS, AND BEGIN AGAIN.
5. Turn the heat control knob counter clockwise to the marked operating
position to eliminate smoking. Never operate equipment for a prolonged
period of time with the HEAT CONTROL in a position that causes the
sugar to smoke. If you smell burning sugar or see smoke, reduce the heat.

MAKING FLOSS
1. Keep hands away from spinning head!
2. Pick a cone; if it sticks in the stack of cones, twist it off the stack.
3. Hold an inch or two of the pointed end of the cone between two fingers and a
thumb. With a light flicking action, roll cone in the web of floss building
up in the pan. Lift the cone up with the ring of floss attached and rotate the cone
to wrap the floss.
4. In operation, the floss will collect on the mesh stabilizer inside the bowl. If the
floss collects “low” on the netting, twist the front (leading) edge of the
leather floaters down. You get more lift and the floss will collect higher.

CONTROLS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS
MAIN SWITCH Turns motor “on” or “off” and supplies voltage to the heat switch.
HEAT SWITCH Turns voltage to the heating element (ribbon) “on” or “off”.
HEAT CONTROL KNOB Increases or decreases voltage to heating element (ribbon)
using a graduated dial.

SHUT DOWN PROCEDURE
When completing operation for the day (or any prolonged period), run all the
sugar out of the floss head.
Turn heat off for approximately 3 minutes before turning motor off. FAILURE TO
ALLOW HEAD TO SPIN WITH HEAT OFF WILL DAMAGE MACHINE. COST TO
REPAIR- $300.00
Motor needs to continue to run for 3 minutes before turning off, or it will melt
and burn.

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
Unplug the machine.
Use warm, damp cloth to clean base, net, and bubble top.
Dump any access floss, but do not put anything down inside. DO NOT clean or put
anything inside motor. Jefferson Rentals will take care of cleaning motor.

Please test run machine before 3pm on Saturday. Call Jefferson Rentals
@ 304-728-6657 with any questions.

